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Discover how to machine quilt creative designs the easy way. More than 60 striking quilting motifs

are at your fingertips in this comprehensive visual guide to free-motion machine quilting. Lori

Kennedy takes you through each step of the process with easy-to-understand instructions and a

multitude of clear, close-up photos so you won't miss a stitch.Learn to quilt dozens of unique and

clever motifs, including flowers, animals, zigzags, swirls and twirls, and much moreGive your next

project that irresistible pop of texture you've been looking for--many of these designs aren't found in

other quilting booksConvenient lay-flat spiral binding makes the instructions easy to follow while you

quilt
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Machine quilter Lori Kennedy owns five sewing machines, and she uses every one of them (just not

at the same time). A regular contributor to American Quilter magazine, Lori is well known for her

innovative and goofproof free-motion quilting tutorials. You can find Lori at her blog, The Inbox

Jaunt.

Have been enjoying Lori's blog for a while now and have gleaned so much from her techniques and

in her book she demonstrates the simplistic thought process of drawing figures with thread.



I am excited that I finally received my copy of this amazing book. I love the practice areas provided

and the step-by-step instructions. There is just so much information in this book. If you don't already

know Lori is a great instructor on Craftsy and she shares so much information daily at her blog. I

have been following Lori's inbox jaunt blog for many years, where she shares her knowledge and

love of quilting. So glad she finally published a book!

Good, not great. I've been reading Lori Kennedy's blog for a while and had expected all new

material. Probably not reasonable of me. So I'm a bit disappointed about the content, as much of it

is familiar already. But she has extraordinarily clear directions about how to achieve results and it's

a wonderful reference to have on hand. I am very pleased to have it in my library, I just wish there

were more new patterns.

I have followed Lori Kennedy's blog - the inbox jaunt - for a while and have always found great tips

for fmq, and was very excited when I realized her book was coming out. It does not disappoint: the

same clear instructions and tips and simple steps. I fmq'd a baby quilt using one of the patterns and

found it very easy.

I just received Lori Kennedy's new book. It has easy to follow steps with great photography. If you

are a fan of her blog and her Pinterest pins, you'll love having this book in your quilting collection.

Lori makes free-motion quilting look SO easy! Practice doodling & you're half-way there! Her book is

full of inspiring motifs & her instructions are clear & concise. I'm still "reading" & making notes, but

looking forward to using what I'm learning!

Not as much a 'how to', but more of photos of her quilting patterns, but there are plenty of 'how tos'

on You Tube and this does show her ideas very clearly. Also the book is spiral bound so it lies flat,

which is very helpful.

Great book. I have several quilting idea books but this one is a keeper.
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